The high density magnetic measurement data of one iron mine area was processed by local polynomial interpolation. The results indicate that contour map is high resolution and smooth when we choose polynomial mode 2 and search radius for 500 m. That can provide the effective reference for the distribution of iron deposits. And it was feasible in analyzing magnetic data of mine using this method.
Introduction
The characteristics of determination region are studied by isomagnetic maps during magnetic prospecting. Before drawing isomagnetic maps, we should deal with the data from txt to grid at first. The data gridding methods contain three types: distance weighting method, bearing point method and Surface spline interpolation grid method. The Surface spline interpolation grid method includes local polynomial interpolation, minimum curvature method and triangulation net/linear interpolation method and trend surface method. Local polynomial interpolation is a very commonly used nonparametric estimation method [1] . Kernel smoothing refers to a general class of techniques for non-parametric estimation of functions [2] . It can be useful in two classes of problems: density function estimation and non-parametric regression estimation. Local polynomial interpolation can overcome the defects of the general nonparametric kernel estimation in the boundary points of convergence speed which is lower than the within point. So it was considered to be an effective method for study the non-parameter model.
Local Polynomial
Local polynomial method, the ideas were originally presented by Stone CJ (1977) . Be Clebeland (1979) and Katkovnik (1985) put the ideas applied in nonparametric regression model, Fan j. & Gijbels i. (1996) made more detailed description for the local linear estimation [3] [4] [5] [6] . In addition to the long-term trend, the variable quantities with short-range changes are important studied in earth science. When the data set shows short change, the local polynomial interpolation method can capture this change [7] . Local polynomial interpolation method is very sensitive to the neighborhood distance. The smaller search neighborhood may create an empty area in the forecast surface. Therefore, it is possible to preview the surface before output the layer. Let m (x) is p + 1 order derivative,
Local polynomial methods select parame-
The formula (1) is written as formula (2):
The formula (3) 
Choosing Gauss kernel function when take advantage of local polynomial making forecast. Using the least squares fitting the sample data, the T moment of corresponding fitted value is actually the X T + 1 predicted value. This is because in the T point, the model is fitting used the value of before the point T, but does not use the sample information (the future information) of after X T , so the fitting value is the predicted value (one-stepahead forecast), written as Several lines' data are shown in Table 1 , and several measuring points' data are missed because it is very difficult for workers to reach these points to measure. If we don't use natural neighbor method to interpolate data to fulfill the table, the isomagnetic map will have lots of empty regions. If that comes true, the result of calculating and the reference of magnet's location will be unreliable and with lowprecision.
Examples of

Contour interpolation algorithm
It is very important to select appropriate polynomial model and the search radius for local polynomial interpolation. During drawing the contour map of this area, we chose variety of different polynomial model and search radius in order to find the best parameters. Through the comparative analysis, we get the better ultimately result is: choose the polynomial model 2 (M2) and the search radius for 500 m (R500) (Fig. 1~ Fig. 4 ). As can be seen from Figure 1 and Figure  2 , due to the correspond polynomial of mode 1 is simple, lowered the resolution, appeared invalid isogram in the blank area with no data, affected our correct judgment to the actual mineralize case of this region. It is obviously the more effective choice is mode 2 of local polynomial interpolation algorithm for analysis the contour maps in this region. Compared Fig 2, Fig 3 and Fig 4, there are more details of the corresponding anomalies in the contour maps when the search radius is 200m. The actual distribution conditions of iron mine will be incorrect for these anomalies which confused the effective anomalies. When the search radius is 1000, on the one hand, some valid anomaly details can be lost, on the other hand invalid data will be appeared for the search radius is too large in the blank area with no data, all of these result the negative impact to the metallogenic analysis. So the result of the search radius for 500 m is best, and a contour map with smooth and high-resolution would be gotten.
Conclusion
The results showed that the study of local polynomial interpolation is very effective to draw the contour maps. It can be analyze the distribution of ore deposits by choosing the right polynomial model and search radius. The theory of polynomial interpolation is simply and realized. It can eliminate the wave influence of moving revise and the effect of lower filter, maintain the real shape of amplitude and higher frequency information, and obtain the higher resolution contour map.
